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Overview
Introducing Polarfox and the FOX token.

Introduction to Polarfox

Polarfox is a decentralized exchange (DEX) running on Avalanche, uses the same type of automated market-making (AMM) model as Uniswap, features a 
native governance token called FOX that is capable of trading all tokens issued on Ethereum and Avalanche. 

Polarfox offers three critically important benefits: lightning-fast and efficient trades, community-driven development, and a fair and open token distribution 
process.

 Polarfox can finalize trades quickly and efficiently. Because Polarfox is built on Avalanche, it enables users to swap assets while enjoying sub-second 
transaction times and transaction fees as low as a few cents. Oftentimes, trades on Polarfox will feel as fast as trades on centralized exchanges. 

Aside from having performance upgrades to the industry standard, Polarfox is a community-driven DAO.

Polarfox’s native governance token, FOX, enables the community to drive the development of the product. 

Polarfox features a 100% fair distribution model. Liquidity providers to the dex will participate in liquidity mining to earn the native token.

The liquidity mining program starts on mainnet launch and will cover the following pools on Polarfox:
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https://uniswap.org/docs/v2/protocol-overview/how-uniswap-works/
https://cointelegraph.com/ethereum-for-beginners/what-is-dao
https://www.argent.xyz/what-is-liquidity-mining-defi/#:~:text=Liquidity%20mining%2C%20also%20known%20as,they%20receive%20for%20facilitating%20trades.


Initial 
Liquidity Pairs

AVAX Pools

● AVAX/ETH
● AVAX/USDT
● AVAX/WBTC
● AVAX/PNG
● AVAX/LINK
● AVAX/DAI
● AVAX/ROOK
● AVAX/ALPHA
● AVAX/CREAM
● AVAX/CRV

FOX Pools

●
● FOX/ETH
● FOX/USDT
● FOX/WBTC
● FOX/LINK
● FOX/DAI
● FOX/ROOK
● FOX/ALPHA
● FOX/CREAM
● FOX/CRB
● FOX/AKITA
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Vision

Early 2021

Onboard to Avalanche

Build our DEX and onboard the community to 
Avalanche, begin launching ecosystem products.

Late 2021

Build out Launchpad

To build a real ecosystem we need multiple projects, 
our Launchpad will serve as a way to fund 
community projects that will serve the ecosystem.

Early 2022

Decentralized social media meets 
decentralized finance.
This is the year that decentralized social media and 
decentralized finance finally connect. Now users can 
create value from social interactions and our first 
major contribution to the world.

Late 2022

Monetize our DATA

By this time blockchain and data monetization will be 
a lot further along, we hope to leverage our 
ecosystem data into more yield for the community.

2023

The sky is the limit

Will the world be decentralized by 2025? Only time 
will tell, but one thing is for certain, Polarfox will be 
at the forefront of combining social and financial 
instruments to offer a completely  decentralized user 
experience.
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Thank you, from the 
Polarfox team and 
community!
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